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Description
Build/Scripts/cglFixMyCommit.sh contains the weird construction where a shell script is passed to the PHP executable. This is
probably done to make sure that the custom configuration of PHP is used in PHP scripts later on in the chain.
Apparently PHP is capable of running shell scripts. Even though I executed the script in Git Bash (part of Git for Windows; supports
shebangs and many other bash features) it seems that PHP internally opens a Windows shell to execute the script. This won't work
with shell scripts made for Linux.
In TYPO3 v7 the script was running fine, but after the changes to "squeeze the last bit of performance" out of the script it fails.
Perhaps a version (.bat file?) can be made that contains the old methods? These ran pretty fast
Associated revisions
Revision ee2bd7b9 - 2017-08-11 11:39 - Susanne Moog
[TASK] Add cglFixMyCommit.bat
This patch introduces a bat file to run php-cs-fixer
with TYPO3 core config on Windows. It does not disable xdebug
like its linux counterpart.
Change-Id: If4543cac0b5026a8eab469f16e234130f999ba78
Resolves: #81949
Releases: master, 8.7
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/53669
Reviewed-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Reviewed-by: Jigal van Hemert <jigal.van.hemert@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Jigal van Hemert <jigal.van.hemert@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <susanne.moog@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <susanne.moog@typo3.org>
Revision 38aab435 - 2017-08-11 11:54 - Susanne Moog
[TASK] Add cglFixMyCommit.bat
This patch introduces a bat file to run php-cs-fixer
with TYPO3 core config on Windows. It does not disable xdebug
like its linux counterpart.
Change-Id: If4543cac0b5026a8eab469f16e234130f999ba78
Resolves: #81949
Releases: master, 8.7
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/53678
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <susanne.moog@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <susanne.moog@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2017-08-10 09:12 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

2021-03-03
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Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/53669
#2 - 2017-08-11 11:32 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/53669
#3 - 2017-08-11 11:39 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/53678
#4 - 2017-08-11 12:00 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset ee2bd7b90e3f8a621dfb93c71c90780bc4d1fb95.
#5 - 2018-10-02 10:58 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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